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Revolutionary Ideas
Since Day One
When Alex Manoogian—a young, entrepreneurial immigrant who was building his own 

company in the United States—introduced the first single-handle faucet in 1954, he 

named it “Delta”, the Greek word for “change”. And appropriately so, because its design 

revolutionized the way people thought about water delivery.

Today, Delta Faucet continues to stand for change. Since our beginning, we have continued 

a tradition of constant innovation – from the style and aesthetic appeal of our products to 

the smart technology that goes inside.

It’s this commitment to creating better ways to experience water that has made us the 

leading faucet manufacturer, both in America and around the world.

DELTA IN INDIA

Set up in 2012 and backed by a strong team, the Indian operation is a fully owned subsidiary 

of Delta Faucet Company, which is a part of the Masco Corporation (a fortune 500 company). 

The company offers an innovative range of bathroom products including faucets, showers 

and accessories under Delta® and Brizo® brands to the Indian consumer. As part of its 

growth strategy, it is fast expanding its showroom footprint across the country and is already 

present in more than 30 cities.

  
= DIAMOND™ Seal Technology

  = DIAMOND™ Valve

How to find 
smart features
As you read this catalog, look for these 

simple icons, which make it easy to identify 

any product’s technological features.

 = FlexiFlow Spout

 = InnoFlex® PEX Waterways

   = MagnaTite® Docking

 = MultiFlow™ Technology

 = Touch2O® Technology



We build faucets 
around their uses.

And more 
importantly, around 
their users.
For years, we’ve studied the ways people interact with their faucets; 

identifying unmet needs along the way. The lessons we’ve learned 

have helped us create revolutionary technological innovations—

transforming kitchen faucets from simple valves into something more 

like skilled assistants.



We don’t just fill pots. We fill needs.
Whether we’re designing a new product style or a new technology, our goal is the same: 

to make a real difference in the lives of those who welcome us into their kitchens.

TOuch2O® TEchNOlOgy

Touch it on. Touch it off.

Touch2O Technology lets users start water flowing with a light 

tap anywhere on the spout or handle. It’s a technology that 

gives you more convenience, while using less water.

MAgNATITE® DOckINg

Keeps pull-down spray wands securely in place.

The spray wand comes free with a gentle tug, giving total 

flexibility. The hose extends and retracts without friction 

points, fed by gravity. When the wand is docked, a powerful 

magnet embedded in the spout pulls the wand precisely into 

place. Unlike other pull-downs that droop over time, MagnaTite 

docking keeps your faucet looking picture-perfect.

MulTI-FlOW™ TEchNOlOgy

Flow faster. Fill faster.

With a simple touch of the toggle, Multi-Flow Technology lets 

you increase the stream of water from the standard 5.7 lpm 

to a higher flow—letting you fill sinks, pots, vases and other 

containers more quickly.

DIAMOND™ SEAl TEchNOlOgy

Reliability that lasts a lifetime. 

DIAMOND Seal Technology starts with our DIAMOND Valve. 

When paired with InnoFlex® PEX waterways, they create an 

amazingly durable, reliable and revolutionary water delivery 

system—one that requires no lubrication and eliminates wear on 

the seals, ensuring smooth operation for the life of the faucet.

FlEXIFlOW SPOuT

Water where you need it.

Our flexible spout tips offer adjustability of water flow in any 

direction – up to 400 for kitchen faucets. Now, you can direct 

the water flow to exactly where you need it



Fuse™ KitcHen collection
The products on this page are shown in chrome.

Single-handle Pull-Down 
9158-SB-DST-IN

Single-handle Pull-Down 
9158-SR-DST-IN

Single-handle Pull-Down 
9158-SW-DST-IN

Fuse™ 

Blending soft contemporary lines and bold color choices 

with such innovations as DIAMOND™ Seal Technology and 

MagnaTite® Docking, Fuse freshens both your kitchen’s style, 

and its substance.



Addison™ KitcHen collection
The products on this page are shown in chrome.

Single-handle Pull-Down  
9192-DST-IN

Multi-FlowTM Technology 
Optional escutcheon included

Single-handle Pull-Down 
with Touch2O® 
9192T-DST-IN

Multi-FlowTM Technology 
Optional escutcheon included

Addison™ 

Inspired by the fluted scallops of a seashell, the delicate, 

graceful curves of Addison lend kitchens a beautiful, 

romantic look that hints subtly at Art Deco design.



trinsic® KitcHen collection
The products on this page are shown in chrome.

trinsic® 

Epitomizing the sleek elegance of modern design, the Trinsic 

Kitchen Collection includes such innovations as DIAMOND™ 

Seal Technology and MagnaTite® Docking—freshening both 

your kitchen’s style, and its substance.

Single-handle Pull-Down 
with Touch2O® Technology 
9159T-DST-IN

Single-handle Pull-Down 
9159T-DST-IN



AndiAn™ KitcHen collection
The products on this page are shown in chrome.

AndiAn™ 

Inspired by the majestic peaks of the Andes Mountain, the 

Andian series represents a blend of modern styling, minimalist 

design, and innovative technology that eliminates leaks with 

our patented DIAMOND™ Valve.

Single-handle 
with Spout Swing   
33801-DV



celeste™ KitcHen collection
The products on this page are shown in chrome.

celeste™ 

With a mirror-like finish, the Celeste series reflects European 

minimalism, with a slanted body and spray angle that allows 

the water spray to be directed toward the basin’s center.

Single-handle  
33501



mAndolin™ KitcHen collection
The products on this page are shown in chrome.

mAndolin™ 

Infused with European minimalism, the Mandolin series 

captures recent urban design trends with a unique 

combination of straight lines and rounded shapes.

Single-handle  
26601



tAlon KitcHen collection
The products on this page are shown in chrome.

tAlon 

Equipped with a side-mounted lever and a 360° swivel spout, 

the Talon series features minimalist transitional design and 

functionality, while offering the kitchen a unique silhouette 

with versatile style.

Single-handle  
23201



elemetro™ KitcHen collection
The products on this page are shown in chrome.

elemetro™ 

A fusion of the words “element” and “metropolitan,” Elemetro 

embodies both, combining sleek style, superior functionality 

and affordability in its quest to be an important element of 

users’ everyday lives.

Single-handle  
23001



the innovation 
doesn’t end here.

There’s more at worldwide.deltafaucet.com

If you’re looking for a particular faucet 

combination and you didn’t see it in this 

catalog, check out our user-friendly website. 

You’ll see a comprehensive collection there. 

If you have any additional questions, 

contact us at 00 1 317-848-1812.

kami - Single-handle Mixer 
33904

kami - cold Only 
33905

IXA Jive - Single-handle Mixer 
44004-SQ

IXA Jive - cold Only 
44005-SQ

WAll mount KitcHen FAucets
The products on this page are shown in chrome.
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